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The Beginners Wicca Bible*FREE ON KINDLE UNLIMITED*You are About To Discover The
Everything You Need To Know To Begin Practicing WiccaSpecial Launch Price of $2.99. Regularly
priced at $5.99.Discover a New World of PossibilitiesWicca is one of the most flexible religions on
the planet. It is also one of the most interesting. The practices and traditions of the Wiccans are both
intriguing and exciting. They have even been idolized on the big screen by Hollywood. The growing
curiosity in the religion has been growing steadily, and thousands of people are initiated into it every
year. The burning questions about Wicca can finally be answered. The mysteries of the religion that
has fascinated the masses for decades can now be revealed to the world in a simple,
straightforward fashion. Why Learn About Wicca?Understand the worldLearn to focusLearn to
accept different peopleLearn how to think criticallyChoose the best belief system for you Accept
changeLearn to expand on ideasHere Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...The History Of The
WiccansThe Myths About The Origins Of WiccaThe Influential Wiccan High Priests And
PriestessesThe Contributions The High Priests and Priestesses Made To WiccaThe Difference
Between Gardnerian And Alexandrian Wicca The Reasons For The Creation Of The Different
Wiccan TraditionsThe Wicca Grew As A ReligionAbout How Wicca Left The British IslesWhy Wicca
Was Accepted So Easily In AustraliaThe Different Tools Used In Wiccan RitualsThe Rituals and
When They Are PracticedThe Importance of the Four Seasons to WiccaHow To Cast A SpellMuch
Much More!Download your copy today!Take action today and download this book for a limited time
discount of only$2.99!
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Wicca is often referred to as â€˜The Old Religionâ€™ and the belief associated with it. The belief is
cascaded down from thousands of years ago. Specific series of behaviors and practices called
Rituals and the law of attraction is best described in the book. I found interest in the chapter wiccan
practice. This is really an interesting book.

This Wicca bible is good for beginners who want to expand their knowledge and skills in Wiccan
spells. This book is a big help for those new to this field and donâ€™t have any path on witchcraft.
The goal of this book is to nurture you the few spells in order for you to learn and apply all the
information given by the author of this book, you just need to give some time to both study and read
this guide book. Practicing Wiccan is not an east tasks but if just pursue and have the right guide
books and references, and then you can achieve your goal in learning this field. I enjoy reading this
book and I will recommend this book to everyone who are interested in learning Wiccan.

This book is very interesting and very informative, don't judge wiccans, the nature is to love and
respect all.Wicca is basically a religion that is about minding your own business and living
peaceably with your neighbors and environment. Wiccans claim magic is simply using their minds to
control matter, or they are appealing to their favorite deity to do them a favor, Wiccan holidays
consist of Sabbats, There are eight in one year, including Yuletide, Ostara, Midsummer, Mabon,
Imbolc, Beltane, Lughnasadh, and Samhain, Wiccans call this The Wheel of the Year.

It is true that Wicca is one of the most flexible religions on the earth. This book is amazing and
perfect for beginner. By the help of this book I have learned about the practice and traditions of the
Wiccans.I had much curiosity about this religion and for that why I purchased this book last week.By
reading this book I have learned about the Wiccans history, the origins, priestesses, tradition and

much more. Though this book is short but inside of this book I have found most effective lessons
and beneficial information. This book taught me about the rituals and its tools also. I am glad to read
this book and I will recommend this book to you if you have any interest about it.

Wicca is a fascinating topic to me. I don't often come across it, but it is very interesting to read
about, although I don't practice it.This book is a good introduction into that religion. It is not a
complete guide, it can't be with 30 pages of material, but is has some interesting information and it
can motivate a reader to research further. If you look it that way, than it is a good book. I can
recommend it to those unfamiliar with Wicca, other people probably won't find much new
information in here.

I met up with some folks who are into the Wiccan practice and this led me to search for some
information about their philosophies and belief. I found some good introduction provided by the
author in this book, but these are not too many to be called a â€œbibleâ€• as mentioned on the title
page. It is still a good book for those who needs to read a brief background. . It is in this book that I
learned the different types of wiccans and their various practices. The book is short enough not to
bore the reader and still informative enough to spike your curiosity to learn more about it.

I pick this book to have an idea of what the Wicca is, now that i have the right knowledge about this
tradition i can share it to my friends who are looking for a new learning.A book that provides a brief
history of Wiccan religion and then walks you through ways to implement Wiccan strategies on a
regular basis. Good source of knowledge to help readers to get a more thorough understanding of
Wiccan traditions, while also absorbing ways to utilize these traditions into modern day living.Worth
the purchase. I highly recommend this book.

This is my second book on Wicca and I remember telling myself that I am a true believer in one
God. Anyhow, I still get so curious with this because most stories I encounter and catch my attention
in Wattpad had been mostly tinged with wicca. Compared to the other book Iâ€™ve read on this
topic, this has been more organized in presenting the tools used in the ritual. Thereâ€™s also some
Wiccan spells included, which of course, I am not inclined to try. I read on the topic for educational
purposes only.
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